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Laser blow-off injections of aluminum and tungsten have been performed on the DIII-D tokamak to investigate the
variation of impurity transport in a set of dedicated ion and electron heating scans with a fixed value of the external
torque. The particle transport is quantified via the Bayesian inference method, which, constrained by a combination of
a charge exchange recombination spectroscopy, soft X-ray measurements, and VUV spectroscopy provides a detailed
uncertainty quantification of the transport coefficients. Contrasting discharge phases with a dominant electron and ion
heating reveal a factor of 30 increase in midradius impurity diffusion and a 3-fold drop in the impurity confinement
time when additional electron heating is applied. Further, the calculated stationary aluminum density profiles reverse
from peaked in electron heated to hollow in the ion heated case, following a similar trend as electron and carbon
density profiles. Comparable values of a core diffusion have been observed for W and Al ions, while differences in the
propagation dynamics of these impurities are attributed to pedestal and edge transport. Modeling of the core transport
with non-linear gyrokinetics code CGYRO [J. Candy and E. Belly J. Comput. Phys. 324,73 (2016)], significantly
underpredicts the magnitude of the variation in Al transport. The experiment demonstrates a 3-times steeper increase
of impurity diffusion with additional electron heat flux and 10-times lower diffusion in ion heated case than predicted
by the modeling. However, the CGYRO model correctly predicts that the Al diffusion dramatically increases below the
linear threshold for the transition from the ion temperature gradient (ITG) to trapped electron mode (TEM).
PACS numbers: 52.25.Vy,52.25.Xz, 52.50.Sw
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I. INTRODUCTION
Controlling of impurities in the plasma is the critical issue
for current tokamaks with metal walls as well as for future fu-
sion reactors. While low-Z impurities mostly dilute the main
fuel ions, the line emission of partially stripped high-Z impu-
rities like tungsten significantly increases the radiative cool-
ing of the plasma even at low concentration cW > 10−5 as
reported on ASDEX Upgrade1. Moreover, when unfavorable
transport conditions occur, the high-Z ions accumulating on-
axis can trigger a radiative collapse of the plasma. Excessive
radiative cooling thus represents a stringent condition for a
maximum tolerable level of impurities in the reactor2. High-
Z ions will inevitably be present in the reactors as intrinsic
impurities from the metal wall, or they will be deliberately
introduced to build up a radiative mantel at the plasma edge
to protect the plasma-facing components from an excessive
heat load. Therefore, it is essential to understand the impurity
transport and develop strategies to control impurities with the
optimal use of scarce resources like heating sources and other
actuators.
One efficient strategy for expelling high-Z impurities from
the plasma is central wave heating by electron cyclotron
heating (ECH) or ion cyclotron resonance heating (ICRH).
a)Electronic mail: odstrcil@mit.edu
This effect is well documented in most experiments equipped
with these heating sources: Alcator C-Mod3, DIII-D4, TCV5,
JET6–12, Tore Supra13, ASDEX1,14–16 and recently also
KSTAR17, HL-2A18,19 and EAST20,21. On-axis ECH heat-
ing is reported to flatten main ion gradients22 and thus re-
duce neoclassical inward pinch for impurities as well as in-
crease anomalous diffusion15–18 to compete with the neoclas-
sical convection. ICRH heating is generally less efficient
in increasing the anomalous diffusion11,15 and more heating
power is required to match ECH14. However, on-axis ICRH
significantly reduces inward pinch and with sufficient power
reverses convection in the inner core9–11. A plausible ex-
planation for the reversed convection is an increased neo-
classical ion temperature screening combined with ion den-
sity flattening and reduction in the magnitude of the neo-
classical flux by fast ions counter-acting a centrifugal asym-
metry of high-Z impurities23–25. The neoclassical origin of
this reversal is also supported by its strong Z dependence10.
Despite a large variation in on-axis peaking, only a minor
flattening of impurity profiles with non-zero ICRH power is
observed on midradius9–12. An additional mechanism re-
sponsible for expelling impurities is a saturated n/m = 1/1
mode destabilized by excessive ECH power inside of q = 1
surface14,16,19,26–29, driving a strong outward pinch propor-
tional to impurity charge Z inside of a displaced core. A de-
scription of this phenomena by available transport models in
non-axisymmetrical geometry30–32 is still incomplete. Not all
experiments demonstrate a beneficial effect of ECH heating;
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2for instance, purely ECH heated L-mode discharges in Tore
Supra13 and TCV5. In the former, the diffusion decreases for
on-axis ECH, while in the latter, the impurity over energy con-
finement time increases up to 5 for a higher ECH power.
Although a significant impact of the wave heating on dif-
fusion was widely recognized in these experiments, most of
the gyrokinetics validation effort focuses on impurity density
peaking for zero particles flux11,12,16,33,34 or combination of
a neoclassical and gyrokinetics modeling compared with sta-
tionary impurity density profiles14,23,35. A different approach
proposed in a nonlinear gyrokinetic study36 sheds light on the
question of whether the increased diffusion is a mere power
degradation by localized heating or ion and electron heating
contributes differently. Gyrokinetics simulations, supported
by an analytical model, indicated a peaking of impurity diffu-
sion for the electron heat flux slightly exceeding the ion heat
flux. The experimental validation of this prediction and quan-
titative comparison with gyrokinetics simulations are thus the
main goals of this paper.
To meet these objectives, it is essential to maximize a vari-
ation in electron to ion heat flux ratio while maintaining op-
timal conditions for an assessment of anomalous impurity
transport by laser blow-off (LBO) technique. Therefore, our
experimental scenario is designed with the “predict-first” ap-
proach, combining TRANSP PT-SOLVER37 for prediction
of time-evolving kinetics profiles using the TGYRO solver38
combining TGLF39 and NEO40 for impurity transport coef-
ficient and the STRAHL41 code for synthetic impurity diag-
nostics data. Low collisionality, necessary for decoupling of
electron and ion fluids and increasing variation in ion and elec-
tron heat fluxes, is achieved by minimizing the deuterium gas
puff source to keep electron density low and increasing elec-
tron temperature by a sufficient ECH or NBI (neutral beam
injection) power. The elevated electron temperature is also
favorable for charge exchange spectroscopy of fully-stripped
Al ion and measurements by soft X-ray diagnostics. Further,
the extent of a low magnetic shear region near the magnetic
axis, dominated by neoclassical transport42, is reduced by in-
creasing edge safety factor q95. Additional benefits of a higher
q95 are low core MHD activity and reduced particle confine-
ment. Finally, a moderate and steady plasma rotation desired
to suppress E×B stabilization is attained by counter-current
NBI. In these conditions, TGYRO predicts a 5-fold increase of
diffusion when ECH is applied, well outside of the expected
experimental and modeling uncertainty.
The rest of this paper is divided into four parts. Section II
gives a description of the experimental scenario, impurity di-
agnostics, heat transport, and power balance heat fluxes. De-
tailed investigation of aluminum and tungsten transport is pre-
sented in section III. These experimental results are contrasted
with nonlinear and quasilinear gyrokinetics modeling in sec-
tion IV, and conclusions are drawn in section V. Finally, in the
appendix is described our forward model for impurity trans-
port modeling, and the new Bayesian method for inference of
the impurity transport coefficient.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
We have performed a series of heating power scans in
lower single null type-I ELMy H-mode discharges in the
DIII-D tokamak43 with the following parameters: major ra-
dius R0 = 1.77 m, minor radius a = 0.57 m, plasma current
Ip = 0.9 MA, toroidal magnetic field on-axis BT = −1.97,
and safety factor q95 = 5.7. A moderate value of q95 allowed
for sawtooth-free operation and reduced particle confinement.
Further, the deuterium gas fueling was switched off immedi-
ately after the L-H transition to lower the electron density. In
the flattop of the discharge, the value of line averaged density
n¯e = 3.8 · 1019 m−3 (0.5 of the Greenwald density) was con-
stant because of neutrals recycling from the walls and gradu-
ally increasing fueling from NBI during the power scan. The
plasma heating was provided by a combination of NBI and
near axis ECH. The ECH resonance was located on the high
field side (HFS) of the plasma at ρtor = 0.25, where ρtor stands
for a normalized toroidal flux coordinate. The heating position
was deliberately placed just outside of the q = 1 surface to
avoid destabilizing the saturated 1/1 mode, strongly reducing
impurity density in the innermost part of the plasma. The NBI
heating scan started at 1.2 s with 2 MW of power (see Fig. 1),
followed by 2.9 MW of ECH at 1.6 s immediately triggering
the L-H transition. At 2.5 s, the NBI power was increased to
4.0 MW, while the ECH power was reduced to 1.8 MW, and
in the last phase from 4.0 s was applied 6 MW of NBI.
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Figure 1. Timetraces of NBI (blue) and ECH (red) powers for dis-
charge #175860 with times of impurity ablations indicated by full
vertical lines.
The variation in the plasma rotation during the NBI
power scan, which would enhance both E×B shear and
poloidal asymmetries of impurities were eliminated by ap-
plying counter-current NBI to fix the input torque at 2.0 Nm.
Large and irregular edge localized modes (ELMs) were
present in all three heating phases, and the mean ELM fre-
quency doubled from 80 Hz in the first phase up to 150 Hz
in the last phase. Since the sawteeth were absent, the only
observed core MHD activities were fast ion driven fishbones
and benign 3/2 neoclassical tearing mode (NTM) destabilized
in the last heating phase by an increase of βN . The NTM mode
widthW estimated from fluctuation amplitude δTe of electron
cyclotron emission (ECE) diagnostic is δTe/|∇Te| ∼ 1 cm and,
except for a small drop in the Te gradient at the mode location
3ρtor = 0.3, no effect on other kinetics profiles or the impurity
transport was observed.
A. Kinetics profiles
Fits of the radial profiles, including uncertainties presented
in Fig. 2, as well as their gradients in Fig. 3 are inferred via
2D Gaussian process regression (GPR) of experimental data.
Detailed investigation of the profile variation during the three
heating phases reveals the impact of the heating scheme on
the plasma’s kinetic profiles. A significant variation in the
Te and Ti profiles is a direct consequence of applied central
electron heating and its relative balance with the ion heating.
Electron temperature profiles Te measured by Thomson scat-
tering (TS)44 sharply peak inside of ρtor < 0.5 during the ECH
phase while outside this region, the Te profiles are unchanged
through the heating scan. The ion temperature profile Ti
from charge exchange recombination (CER)45 is moderately
peaked in the ECH phase, and the peaking increases with more
delivered NBI power. The radial profiles of carbon toroidal
angular velocity ωϕ are generally the same for two ECH cases
whereas the NBI-only case has systematically lower ωϕ . Con-
sidering the same external momentum input is present in all
cases, this indicates a change in momentum transport or a dif-
ferent level of intrinsic torque at the plasma edge. The electron
density ne in the ECH phases is flat near of the magnetic axis,
but the density gradient R/Lne peaks in midradius in Fig. 3b,
in opposite to the commonly observed density “pump-out” .
This is in contrast to the NBI phase, where the density gradi-
ent is larger near axis and smaller on midradius. Despite the
variation in gradients, the midradius density is the same in all
cases due to the growth of a pedestal top ne with NBI power.
The same core peaking is also present in a carbon density nC
and an effective charge Zeff inferred from line-integrated vis-
ible bremsstrahlung46,47. ZCeff estimated from nC matches Zeff
from the visible bremsstrahlung, indicating that the carbon is
a dominant light impurity in the plasma. The same conclusion
is drawn from a soft X-ray (SXR) data (not shown) where
D+C bremsstrahlung contributed to ∼90% of the measured
SXR emissivity before impurity injection except for the NBI
heated case, where a significant peaking of intrinsic high-Z
impurities inside of ρtor = 0.4 is observed.
Examination of the normalized inverse gradient scale
lengths in Fig. 3 defined as R/LX = −R0/X dX/dr exposes
significant changes in the transport. The region of a maxi-
mum R/Lne occurs between ρtor = 0.4− 0.7, and it is down-
shifted between the ECH and pure NBI heated cases. Given
the higher NBI particle source in the latter case, this indi-
cates a drop in an inward particle pinch or an increased dif-
fusion. The trend is opposite inside of ρtor = 0.3, suggesting
a substantial change in the character of the transport. The car-
bon density gradient R/LnC follows nearly the same trend as
R/Lne , profiles of nC are flatter, with twice as large a vari-
ation as R/Lne close to the axis and similar difference out-
side. The ratio of Te/Ti drops from 1.5 to 0.65 on axis due to
a reduced electron heating and the deuterium Mach number
MD =
√
mDv2ϕ/(2Ti) decreases from 0.25 to 0.14 as a con-
sequence of a lower rotation and a higher ion temperature in
the NBI heated phase. Detailed power balance (PB) analysis
and magnetic equilibrium is carried out via multiple iterations
of the TRANSP suite of codes48, and the kinetic EFIT49 con-
strained by Er-corrected MSE q-profiles using the OMFIT in-
tegrated modeling framework50. As is demonstrated in Fig. 4,
application of 3 MW of ECH quadruples the electron heat-flux
Qe just outside of the ECH resonance, and Qe/Qi ratio on the
midradius changes from Qe/Qi= 1.9 in the ECH heated phase
to 0.5 for the pure NBI heating. Remarkably, the total power
flux on a midradius is nearly constant, varying only 15% be-
tween all phases. The uncertainty of the fluxes is estimated
from the variance within 100 ms window. The additional ECH
power increases the thermal transport coefficient for electrons
χe by a factor of 2 and coefficient χi for ions by 50% with re-
spect to the NBI only case. The radiated power, reconstructed
from DIII-D foil bolometers51,52, is dominated by a carbon
and deuterium bremsstrahlung and represents less than 5% of
the heat flux carried by electrons. The electron particle flux
Γe in Fig. 4a is computed as a volume integral of the particle
source density deposited by NBI. Because of similar accelera-
tion voltages and deposition profiles of all beams, Γe is nearly
proportional to NBI power. The neoclassical contribution to
Qi and the Ware pinch contribution to Γe is performed by the
NCLASS53 code. Clearly, neoclassical ion heat flux domi-
nates inside of ρtor = 0.2, while it is almost negligible outside
of ρtor = 0.4. The neoclassical pinch contributes significantly
to the core particle flux only in the pure NBI-heated phase,
because a lower electron temperature and thus a lower con-
ductivity of the plasma increases toroidal electric field driving
the Ware pinch54. The on-axis ne peaking in the last phase is
likely the consequence of the Ware pinch and a higher beam
fuelling.
B. Laser blow-off sytem
Trace amounts of aluminum and tungsten are introduced in
the plasma by a recently installed laser blow-off (LBO) system
based on a design from Alcator C-Mod55. The LBO allows
multiple impurity injection, well localized in time and with
less than ∆tsource < 1 ms long source function. A short source
function is essential for the investigation of a fast anomalous
transport because the observed impurity evolution is given by
a convolution of the source function and an impurity density
response on the ideal Dirac delta function source. In general, a
short injection of non-recycling impurity exhibits two phases:
a rapid influx often dominated by a diffusion causing a rise of
plasma impurity content followed by a slow exponential decay
of the impurity content and low outward flux with a nearly bal-
anced diffusive and convective components. If the timescale
of the rapid rise phase is comparable to ∆tsource, decoupling
of diffusive and convective flux becomes difficult, and the up-
per boundary of the inferred diffusion would be poorly con-
strained.
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Figure 2. Electron temperature a) and density b) from a Thomson scattering (TS), toroidal rotation c) and ion temperature d) and carbon
density from a charge exchange recombination (CER), Zeff from a visible bremsstrahlung f) and density of carbon C6+ (dashed line). Fits are
averaged over 50 ms after each impurity injected at 2.0, 3.0, and 4.5 s, and dots correspond to the actual measurement. Peaks at the bottom of
a) represent ECH deposition profiles.
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Figure 3. Normalized gradient lengths of Te a), ne b), Ti d) and nC e) corresponding to profiles in Fig. 1. The Te/Ti ratio and deuterium Mach
number MD are plotted in c) and f) respectively.
C. Impurity diagnostics
The lowest charge states of Al, indicating the LBO impurity
source, are monitored by a fast visible camera56 viewing the
LBO port. In contrast to Al, visible radiation from W ions is
below the noise level of the camera, and no information about
the edge source is thus available.
Inside of the separatrix, the extreme ultraviolet (EUV) spec-
trometer SPRED57 monitors the evolution of intermediate Al
charge states, namely, Al10+ at 56.8 nm and Al8+ at 28.4 nm.
The integration time of 2 ms does not permit to resolve an
abrupt rise of the impurity density after the injection, but as
will be demonstrated in Sec. III, it is a valuable constraint for
the impurity recycling in the decay phase of LBO injection.
Attempt to monitor tungsten trace spectroscopically, demon-
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Figure 4. Particle flux from the radially integrated NBI particle
source a) together with ion b) and electron c) heat flux from the
TRANSP power balance. Dashed lines correspond to the neoclas-
sical flux from NCLASS in a,b) and radiative power flux Qrad in c).
strated before on DIII-D in Ref. 58, was unsuccessful as a
result of the unavailability of short wavelength measurements
and high neutron noise in the XEUS spectrometer59.
The SXR diagnostic60 on DIII-D serves as the primary tool
constraining propagation of W ions and is essential to monitor
Al ions in the fast influx phase after injection. The SXR sys-
tem consists of two poloidally viewing cameras, placed on the
outboard side symmetrically above and below midplane. Each
camera observes a fan of 32 lines-of-sight (LOS), covering the
whole plasma. Accurate position of LOSs and relative values
of etendue are found by performing a detailed in-lab calibra-
tion. Remaining discrepancies are attributed to a variation in
the effective thickness of the flat Be filters caused by a change
in an incidence angle in between the central and edge lines of
sight. W injections are observed using 12.7 µm thick Be fil-
ters to extend the radial coverage in lower temperature region
at midradius. Ten-fold thicker Be filters are utilized during
Al injections to reduce line radiation such that relative con-
tributions of the fully stripped and partially stripped H-like,
He-like Al ions to the total SXR radiation is nearly propor-
tional to the density of those ions. Due to remaining system-
atic uncertainties, we found it impractical to infer transport
coefficients directly from line-integrated brightness. Instead,
a 2D tomography code52 is applied, providing more freedom
to relax these uncertainties. Transport is thus inferred from
the temporal evolution of flux surfaced averaged emissivity
downsampled to 2 kHz. Background SXR radiation is deter-
mined from the time evolution of ne, Te, and nC profiles with a
small offset to match average emissivity profile in 10 ms range
before injection.
The last diagnostic constraining the evolution of fully-
stripped Al ions is a CER spectroscopy. In the current ex-
periment, 18 channels of the CER system spanning from the
magnetic axis to ρtor = 0.85 are dedicated to monitor n =
12→11 transition of an Al12+ ion at 408.3 nm, produced by
a charge exchange reaction between Al13+ and the NBI neu-
trals. The beam is switched on continuously for 50 ms fol-
lowing the LBO injections to cover the whole impurity rise
and the decay phase is monitored by beam-blips. A low sig-
nal level limited the temporal resolution of CER to 5 ms. This
resolution is sufficient to resolve a rise phase of Al13+ density,
despite a rapid Al density evolution, because of about∼ 25 ms
relaxation time necessary to strip He-like and H-like ions and
reach the ionization equilibrium. Therefore, CER only weakly
constrains the abrupt rise of Al density dominated by He and
H-like states, but it provides essential information about the
radial density profile in the self-similar decay phase of the
LBO injection.
Since the CER measurements are localized on the low field
side (LFS) of plasma, the observed density is affected by a
centrifugal asymmetry of Al ions. To compensate for these
asymmetries, we have applied a small 10-20% correction
based on the analytical approximation of asymmetry25 before
comparing it to a flux surface averaged Al13+ density evalu-
ated by the forward model described in Sec. A.
The absolute value of the Al density estimated from SXR
is a factor of 2–3 higher than from CER. The discrepancy
is likely caused by inaccuracy in the absolute calibration or
atomic data used to interpret the measurements. Because the
radial flux in Eq. (A2) is linear in an impurity density, we can
rescale the signal of both diagnostics to match density from
the forward model (Sec. A) without effecting inferred trans-
port coefficients.
III. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF THE
IMPURITY TRANSPORT
A. Al injections in the ECH/NBI power scan
The goal of this section a thorough investigation of the
laser blow-off (LBO) injection and deriving the profiles of
the transport coefficient, which will be later compared with
gyrokinetic modeling. The aluminum transport is examined
in the discharge #175861, identical to #175860 discussed in
the Sec. II except that a majority of CER spectrometers are
tuned to the Al line. The Al particles are injected by LBO
into each heating phase at 2.0 s, 3.0 s, and 4.5 s. The delay be-
tween the LBO is arranged to be about eight-fold the impurity
confinement times τimp, to minimize overlap between decays
phases of the injections. Non-perturbative trace behavior of
6the impurity is verified by an electron temperature measure-
ment from ECE diagnostic and a fast density reflectometer,
where both indicate less than 5% perturbation inside of the
pedestal. Further, Zeff inferred from visible bremsstrahlung
increase by a mere 5%, and the impurity concentration did
not exceed 100 ppm. None of these LBOs triggered ELM,
and the first ELM did not occur earlier than 25 ms after injec-
tion, providing enough time for Al ions to penetrate over the
low diffusion region in ETB into the plasma core. The im-
purity confinement time τimp, determined from the decay rate
of CER signal on-axis, gradually increases in between heating
phases from 120 ms in the high ECH case to 160 ms in the low
ECH case and up to 300 ms in the NBI heated phase, while the
energy confinement time τE improves from 115 ms to 130 ms,
then up to 150 ms respectively. The ratio τimp/τE thus doubles
from 1.0 to 2.0.
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Figure 5. Brightness of two VUV Al lines (Al8+ 284Å, Al10+ 568Å)
observed by SPRED spectrometer after the LBO injection are shown
by a blue line. The solid red line corresponds to a signal calculated
maximum from a posteriori estimate of the transport coefficient via
STRAHL, and thin vertical lines indicate the timing of the ELMs.
Evolution of Li-like and B-like aluminum observed by
SPRED in Fig. 5 provides information about particle source,
because the recombination rate of these ions is so low that
without a source of a neutral impurity particles these ions
are not present in the plasma. In less than 2 ms after abla-
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Figure 6. Evolution of the background subtracted local soft X-ray
emissivity from the tomographic inversion following the first LBO
injection of Al at 2.0 s.
tion at 2.0 s, the observed radiation reaches its maximum, and
then the brightness rapidly declines as the impurity propagates
towards the core and particles are ionized to higher charge
states. The nonzero level of Al10+ signal after the fast decay
phase, as well as the spikes in Al10+ and Al8+ following the
ELMs can be explained only if Al ions are partially recycling
from walls61.
SXR emissivity of Al constrains a rapid density influx
phase and provides essential information for decoupling of
transport coefficients. This illustrates the SXR emissivity fol-
lowing the first ablation in 2.0 s at Fig. 6. In the region out-
side of ρtor = 0.25, the SXR emissivity equilibrates in less
than 10 ms, and later it decays self-similarly, indicating an
unusually fast transport. In contrast, the evolution is partic-
ularly slow inside of ρtor = 0.25 and the emissivities do not
equilibrate until 50 ms after the injection. The SXR signal is
dominated by He-like, H-like, and fully-stripped Al ions, and
the emissivity closely follows the evolution of actual impurity
density. SXR emissivity thus provides the essential informa-
tion constraining the Al evolution during the fast influx phase,
which CER observing only Al13+ cannot deliver. However,
the data are utilized only up to the first occurrence of ELM
because of difficulties with proper background subtraction.
About 10-20 ms after the injection, the fully-stripped ions
start to dominate the fractional abundance of Al, and the CER
signal begins to rise swiftly, as shown in Fig. 7. The observed
evolution of Al13+ is tightly followed by a forward model,
matching both the rise and the decay phase of LBO injection.
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Figure 7. Temporal evolution of Al13+ density after LBO in 2.0 s
measured by CER (black errorbars) and matched forward model (red
line). Stair-like decay of signal results from a drops of impurity
pedestal during each ELM and consecutive inward propagation.
Radial profiles from Fig. 8 confirms a presence of slow trans-
port region inside of ρtor = 0.25. As a consequence of the
low diffusion, the density profile of Al13+ is initially hollow
on-axis, while later, it peaks in the decay phase. Peaking is
also a result of a higher fractional abundance of fully-stripped
Al ions increasing from 85% at ρtor = 0.3 up to 98% on-axis.
ELMs produce rapid drops in pedestal impurity density (see
Fig. 7), propagating through a fast transport domain on midra-
dius up to the region of slow diffusion in the vicinity of a mag-
netic axis. ELMs appear to be responsible for a major fraction
of impurity flow over ETB, switching them off in the forward
model triples the impurity confinement time τimp to 360 ms in
the ECH case, while τimp remains constant in the NBI case.
The massive increase in the infered transport coefficients
in Fig. 9 reflects the large change of the observed impurity
propagation. Inside of ECH resonance ρtor = 0.25 the diffu-
sion D is particularly low, about D= 0.1m2/s and close to the
neoclassical value from the drift-kinetic code NEO40. In the
same region, V/D becomes more negative as the ECH power
diminishes. Since −V/D is equal to the normalized gradient
of stationary impurity density ∇nz/nz, a more negative value
of V/D indicates a significant increase of the on-axis peaking.
V/D is about zero in the 3 MW ECH heated case, while in
the NBI only condition, V/D drops to −5 m−1, implying on-
axis accumulation of Al ions. The neoclassical V/D inside of
ρ = 0.25 roughly reproduces this observation. The core ac-
cumulation is likely a consequence of a higher particle source
from NBI and the Ware pinch leading to on-axis peaking of
the bulk ions that increases ∇n/n driven neoclassical inward
pinch. Just outside of the ECH resonance occurs a marked
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Figure 8. Radial profiles of Al13+ density measured by CER after
LBO at 2.0 s, a) in a rise phase, b) in a decay phase. The solid lines
indicates a density calculated by the forward model.
increase in the impurity diffusion, with the inferred diffusion
increasing by more than two orders of magnitude compared to
Dneo. Diffusion reaches a value of up to about D∼ 30m2/s in
the high ECH case, and to 10m2/s in the low ECH case. In
contrast, the diffusion in pure NBI case grows steadily only
up to D ∼ 1 m2/s at midradius. The inferred stationary im-
purity profile outside of ECH resonance (Fig. 10) are slightly
peaked withV/D∼−1 m−1 in high ECH case, nearly flat with
V/D ∼ −0.5m−1 and slightly hollow V/D ∼ 0.5 m−1 in the
pure NBI case. Note that a similar trend is present also in
stationary carbon profiles (see Fig. 3). The radial profiles are
constrained mostly by CER measurements of fully-stripped
Al ions, which is the lowest in the NBI case (see Fig. 10) be-
cause of low Te and slowest impurity transport. Therefore,
we must point out that uncertainty in recombination and ion-
ization rates unaccounted in the uncertainty can affect V/D
values inferred in the NBI case.
Since the outermost available CER channel measuring Al
is located inside of the pedestal at ρtor = 0.85, the information
about pedestal transport is inferred only indirectly from the
SPRED VUV lines, and particle conservation constrained by
the observed evolution impurity density inside and measured
source at SOL. Inferred pedestal transport also depends on
our parameterization of D, V/D profiles and ELMs in the for-
ward model. Despite these difficulties, some profile features
are very robust. The impurity diffusion in pedestal decreases
by order of magnitude to D= 0.1−1m2/s and V/D becomes
strongly negative with a minimum of order of−100 and a con-
siderable uncertainty (not shown), in agreement with previous
studies7,11,62,63. ELMs are reproduced by an increase of ETB
D to values comparable with core D, and a drop in ETB V/D
to nearly zero.
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Figure 9. Inferred probability distribution of Al diffusion D a-c) and normalized convection V/D d-f) for high ECH a,d), low ECH b,e) and
pure NBI case c,e). Blue contours indicates inter-ELM profiles, while red contours corresponds to a profile observed during ELMs. Green
dashed-dotted line is a neoclassical value from NEO code.
Figure 10. Predicted stationary density profiles of aluminum normal-
ized to the value at outermost CER measurement at ρtor = 0.85 (full
line) and density of fully-stripped Al shown by the dashed line.
B. W injections in the ECH/NBI power scan
The trace amount of tungsten is introduced to plasma and
contrasted with Al injections to investigate a charge and mass
dependence of the impurity transport. Each W LBO ablated
about ∼ 3 ·1017 particles into the discharge #175886 with the
identical heating scan as in #175860 discussed in Sec. II. The
impurity propagation was monitored by the fast SXR diag-
nostic utilizing a thin 12.7 µm thick Be filter. Despite the re-
duced thickness of this filter, the measured W signal decreased
below the noise level outside of the midradius. The absence
of any local information about the edge W density prevented
meaningful inference of the pedestal transport profiles. There-
fore, we have adopted the approach from Ref. 64 where the
transport equation for total density was integrated inward from
the outermost reliable measurement, and STRAHL is applied
only for an iterative adjustment of the SXR cooling factor
LSXRW ≡ εSXR/(nWne).
The propagation of Al and W during a raise phase after
LBO in Fig. 11 illustrates a remarkable difference in transport
between these impurities. While Al emissivity equilibrates
in 10 ms, W needs at least 50 ms, indicating a significantly
lower transport either at the edge or in the plasma core. The
impurity confinement time τimp of tungsten increased from
350 ms in the first ECH heated phase up to 1200 ms in the
pure NBI heated phase, which is 3-4× longer than τimp for
aluminum. The actual transport coefficients inferred inside of
ρtor = 0.5 are plotted in Fig. 12. The W diffusion on-axis is
about D = 0.1 m2/s independently of ECH heating, in agree-
ment with the observation for aluminum. Outside of ECH res-
onance, the diffusion increases above 10 m2/s in the full ECH
case, and about 1 m2/s in pure NBI case. Given the significant
uncertainty in the inferences, these profiles are in quantitative
agreement with Al in Fig. 9, only the increase at the ECH lo-
cation is less sharp, likely due to a lower spatial resolution
of the SXR tomography compared to the local CER measure-
ments. This result is notable as it implies that there is not a
strong Z dependence of the impurity transport in regions of
the plasma dominated by turbulence (outside of the ECH de-
position). The diffusion coefficients from the TGLF model39
roughly reproduces the magnitude, but not the observed trend
in the scan. The difference in D and V between Al and W cal-
culated by TGLF is less than 30%. V/D inside of ρtor = 0.3
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Figure 11. Time evolution of background subtracted SXR signals for
a) W and b) Al ablation at 2.0 s. The dashed line is a fit from the
forward model described in Sec. III B and on-axis discontinuity in
W case at 2.023 s is caused by a sawtooth crash.
becomes more negative with declining ECH power, resulting
in a minor on-axis accumulation in the NBI only case. Out-
side of this region, the Te dependence of the tungsten cooling
factor plays a dominant role in determining the inferred trans-
port. Therefore, despite smaller statistical uncertainties, the
inferredV/D is likely to be dominated by inaccuracies associ-
ated with the complex atomic physics of radiation of W ions.
Neoclassical diffusion Dneo calculated by the NEO code
and shown in Fig. 12 by a green dashed line, exceeds exper-
imental values by about an order of magnitude near the axis.
We note that the agreement of NEO in this region with the in-
ferred transport of Al was quite good (see Fig. 9). However,
Al is considerably less massive (AAl = 27.0 AMU) and there-
fore is not as susceptible to centrifugal asymmetries. The large
mass of W (AW = 183.8 AMU) leads to a significant LFS im-
purity accumulation, which substantially increases the mag-
nitude of neoclassical transport65,66. Without including the
centrifugal asymmetry effects in NEO, on-axis Dneo is about
0.05 m2/s, below the experimental value. The current setup of
SXR cameras does not allow us to measure the poloidal asym-
metry of W with a necessary precision to verify the centrifu-
gal force model, but recent experiments on AUG25 revealed
a significant impact of fast ions in low-density discharges.
Nonetheless, including the fast ions in the poloidal force bal-
ance reduced Dneo by only 20%, insufficiently to explain the
observed difference. Investigation of this discrepancy will be
a subject of the future study on DIII-D.
Table I. Parameters of the nonlinear CGYRO simulations: number
of radial nr and toroidal ntor modes, poloidal grid points nθ , box
size nbox, and size of simulation domain Lx/ρs×Ly/ρs. Maximum
wavenumber kx was set close to 10ρs and ky to about 1ρs.
Case nr ntor nθ nbox Lx/ρs Ly/ρs
2.0 s, ρ = 0.43 288 18 16 6 108 98
3.0 s, ρ = 0.43 300 16 16 6 71 74
4.5 s, ρ = 0.43 400 16 24 8 118 98
2.0 s, ρ = 0.62 300 18 24 10 108 104
4.5 s, ρ = 0.62 300 18 16 10 92 104
IV. INTERPRETATIVE GYROKINETICS SIMULATIONS
OF AL TRANSPORT
Experimental transport coefficients derived in the previous
sections are now contrasted with state of the art gyrokinetic
(GK) simulations performed by CGYRO67,68 code. Our main
objective are the experimental validation of the gyrokinet-
ics predictions in dominant ion and electron heated plasmas.
CGYRO is an Eulerian GK solver designed for collisional,
electromagnetic, and multi-species simulations with sonic ro-
tation capability69. The computation cost of the simulations is
reduced by performing ion scale GK runs, including only elec-
trostatic fluctuations. This should be sufficient to capture the
ion temperature gradient (ITG) and trapped electron modes
(TEM), the main contributors of particle and heat transport in
the core of typical DIII-D H-modes. The simulations include
the effects of rotation (E×B shear, etc.) and collisions are ac-
counted by Lorentz collisional operator68, suitable for a low
collisionality (ν¯e < 0.04) observed in our experiment. The
flux surface geometry is described by a Miller equilibrium70,
providing a sufficiently accurate parameterization in the core
of moderately shaped plasmas.
The GK simulations include four ion species - bulk deu-
terium ions, carbon, and two trace aluminum ions with a dif-
ferent density gradient and nAl/ne = 10−5. Because the im-
purity in a trace limit does not affect quasi-neutrality, the
gradient flux relation (A2) remains linear71,72 and the im-
purity flux is unambiguously described by D and V coeffi-
cients from Eq. (A3).
A. Nonlinear CGYRO modeling
We have performed a set of five nonlinear simulations
that investigate the turbulence in each of the heating mixes
(ECH/NBI) at two locations r/a = 0.5 (ρtor = 0.43) and
r/a = 0.7 (ρtor = 0.62). For the low ECH case, analysis at
r/a = 0.7 was not included because of issues with CGYRO
convergence. The resolution parameters for each case are
summarized in Tab. I. A convergence test performed for the
first case included 50% increase of all resolution parameters
one by one, without any significant effect on the computed
fluxes.
Uncertainties in experimental gradients and the strong de-
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Figure 12. The red contours corresponds to inferred profiles of W diffusion a-c) and normalized pinch d-f) for high ECH a,d), low ECH b,e)
and only NBI case c,f). The blue line with errorbars comes from Qi and Qe heat flux matched TGLF model39 and green dashed line is a value
from NEO code. The potato orbit radius15 of W ions is ρtor = 0.04.
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Figure 13. Comparison of experimental radial profiles (full lines with
confidence intervals) with nonlinear and neoclassical results summed
together (stars) for a) ion heat flux, b) electron heat flux, c) Al diffu-
sion, d) Al normalized convection V/D.
pendence of the GK model on these gradients results in large
uncertainty in the calculated GK fluxes. Since it is assumed
that the ion heat flux arises from the ion-scale turbulence cap-
tured in the simulations (while electron heat flux can arise
from a variety of scales), the QGKi of each case was matched
with anomalous ion heat flux, defined as Qanom =QPBi −Qneo.
This is done by varying R/LTi within 2σ uncertainty, while
gradients of Te and ne were fixed on experimental values. Due
to stiff transport, the calculated particle and heat flux varied
nearly by order of magnitude. Figure 13 shows the experimen-
tal profiles compared to the calculated heat fluxes and trans-
port coefficients that resulted from heat flux matching these
conditions. As a result of the ion heat flux matching, QGKi
from CGYRO summed with QNEOi overlaps with Q
PB
i . In the
case of electron heat flux QGKe , experimental flux is above gy-
rokinetic in two ECH heated cases at ρtor = 0.43 which could
be a result of missing high-k TEM/ETG turbulence contribu-
tion or uncertainties in gradients not varied during this scan.
The high ECH case at ρtor = 0.62 is deep in the TEM regime,
and it was not possible to reduced Qe/Qi ratio without also
varying electron temperature and density gradients. Calcu-
lated Al diffusion in Fig. 13c shows a substantially lower vari-
ation than observed experimentally. Diffusion is factor of 2-3
below experimental value in high ECH case, close in low ECH
case and factor 4 and 10 above the diffusion in NBI heated
case at ρtor = 0.43 and ρtor = 0.62.
The ratio between the convective and diffusive fluxes V/D
is only weakly dependent on the saturated fluctuation level
and thus less sensitive to the experimental uncertainties than D
proportional to the flux magnitude. The direction of the con-
vection predicted by gyrokinetic simulation is inward, about
V/D ∼ −1 in all five cases, close to a value inferred in the
ECH-heated cases. However, in the pure NBI heated case, the
outward convection was observed, and despite the uncertain-
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ties discussed in Sec. III, it is implausible that the actual V/D
is equal to ECH heated cases. The gradient of a directly mea-
sured Al13+ density is nearly the same in all cases (see Fig. 10)
and the drop in a fractional abundance of Al13+ ion due to a
reduced Te would inevitably lead to a flatter total Al density
in the NBI phase and since 1/LnAl =−V/D also to more pos-
itive V/D. A similar range of values is found for a gradient of
carbon density (Fig. 3) with a negative 1/LnC (positive V/D)
in the NBI case outside the midradius.
Spectra of heat and particle flux in Fig. 14 helps to iden-
tify optimal binormal wave number kyρs for linear simulations
shown later as well is to investigate truncating of the flux at
maximum ky/rhos value. Both particle and heat flux spec-
tra for the ECH case in Fig. 14a,c) are broader and shifted
towards higher wavenumbers than in the pure NBI case at
Fig. 14b,d). The electron heat flux in the ECH case is trun-
cated at the highest wavenumber, and this may indicate an
important role of intermediate or high-k modes in setting the
electron heat flux QGKe . The particle flux is truncated as well,
but it unlikely explains a factor of 3 underestimated experi-
mental diffusion. On the contrary, the NBI case is well re-
solved in the ion scale ky range. Convective and diffusive flux
in Fig. 14a,b) have both a similar ky dependence, with a max-
imum for kyρs = 0.45 and kyρs = 0.35 in ECH and NBI case,
respectively.
Al
a) b)
d)c)
Figure 14. Spectra of normalized convective and diffusive Al flux
a,b) and heat flux c,d) for the ECH case a,c) and the NBI heated
case b,d) at ρ = 0.43. Trace impurity gradient used to calculate the
diffusive flux is defined to zero the total impurity flux.
The validation of CGYRO simulations is finished by com-
paring computed density fluctuations with a beam emission
spectroscopy (BES)73 observing Dα emission of the beam
neutrals colliding with background plasma. The fluctuation
intensity of this radiation is proportional to the variation in
a local electron density δne. The synthetic diagnostic used
for this analysis is adapted from previous GYRO simula-
tion work74, where the time evolution of the density fluctua-
tions δne/ne are obtained from a non-linear CGYRO run, and
Fourier transformed into the real space. The synthetic signals
are computed by integrating over a BES point spread function
and dividing by a factor of 2 to account for atomic physic pro-
cesses related to the beam emission74. The synthetic power
spectrum in Fig. 15 is found to be in a satisfactory agreement
with the measured BES spectra. This is true for both the shape
of the spectrum (dominated by the Doppler shift) and the fluc-
tuation magnitude. These measurements thus independently
validate fluctuation level determined from matching of an ex-
perimental ion heat flux. It is important to note that the agree-
ment with BES is not always consistent with good agreement
in other fluxes (as shown in Fig. 13). This emphasizes the need
for multi-channel validation and comparisons at all levels of
the primacy hierarchy75.
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Figure 15. Power spectrum of intensity fluctuations observed by BES
diagnostic at ρtor = 0.63. Extend of the BES point-spread function
allows to observe only long-wavelength turbulence with kyρi < 1.
B. Quasi-linear CGYRO modeling
Possibilities for the interpretative modeling of the experi-
ment by nonlinear simulations are limited by their huge com-
putational cost. Therefore, to investigate the role of dominant
turbulent modes, we have adopted the approach developed in
Ref. 36 and apply a quasi-linear method based on CGYRO
simulations at a single representative wave number kyρs= 0.4.
The choice of this wavenumber is motivated by a position of
maxima of heat and particle fluxes in our nonlinear simula-
tions. Since the absolute magnitude of fluxes depends on an
unknown nonlinearly saturated fluctuation amplitude, particle
and heat fluxes must be quantified by a ratios, for example
Qe/Qi and D/χeff where effective heat conductivity χeff is de-
fined as χeff = (Qi +Qe)/(nidTi/dr+ nedTi/dr). Maximiz-
ing the ratio D/χeff is equivalent to identifying conditions that
maximize turbulent impurity diffusion while simultaneously
minimize degradation of energy confinement.
The quasilinear modeling in Fig. 16 was performed not only
for the three heating steps at ρtor = 0.43 but also for values
interpolated along a linear trajectory in the parameter space
and extrapolated outside the measured range. These simula-
tions are compared with the results of nonlinear GK runs and
experimental measurements. In Fig. 16a, the real eigenfre-
quency ω of the mode at kyρs = 0.4 decreases monotonically
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Figure 16. Real eigenfrequency a), linear growth rate with E ×B
shearing rate γE×B = −(r/q)∂ω0/∂ r for reference b), DAl/χeff ra-
tio c) and R(V/D)Al ratio d) for linear results plotted as function of
electron to ion heat flux ratio Qe/Qi at ρtor = 0.43. Full circles cor-
responds to linear simulations including δφ and δA|| fluctuations,
open includes only δφ , nonlinear results are shown by stars and ex-
perimental values by squares. Vertical lines in a) corresponds to ex-
perimental values of anomalous Qe/Qi. Convection in d) is decom-
posed in a thermodiffusion component RVT/DAl (small circles) and
pure convection RVp/DAl (crosses).
with Qe/Qi ratio from a positive value of the real frequency (in
ion drift direction) for the ITG dominated NBI case, to nega-
tive (in electron drift direction) in TEM dominated high ECH
case. The discontinuity between ECH cases is a consequence
of the ITG/TEM transition. In fact, the turbulent state close to
the transition is composed of a mixture of both modes. And
as the additional ECH increases ∇Te, more TEM is destabi-
lized, exhausting the additional Qe. Since the TEM leads to
particularly stiff transport in the electron channel, the 50% in-
crease in ECH input power leads to a mere 10% increase in
the measured value of R/LTe on midradius (see Fig. 3a).
Time averaged mode frequency in the nonlinear simulation
is down-shifted towards zero with respect to the linear results
by the contribution of the linearly subdominant modes. Also,
Qe/Qi ratio in high ECH case is reduced by additional ITG
driven Qi flux. Still, the relation between the frequency ω and
log(Qi/Qe) remains nearly linear and Qi/Qe thus serves as a
macroscopic proxy for ω . The linear grow rate γ in Fig. 16b
varies only moderately between three examined cases and γ
in all cases is above E×B shearing rate γE×B. Including elec-
tromagnetic fluctuations ITG reduced grow rate and value of
D/χ due to a finite βe effects76. Since the electromagnetic
fluctuations are not included in the nonlinear CGYRO runs,
the missing βe stabilization may be responsible for higher val-
ues of D/χ and Qi/Qe observed in the modeled NBI heated
case.
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Figure 17. Nonlinear results from CGYRO code plotted by stars are
contrasted with experimental
The next step is to assess the role of dominant and subdom-
inant modes in impurity diffusion. In Fig. 16c both, linear
and nonlinear simulations of D/χeff, peak for Qe/Qi ∼ 1 as
the real frequency of the mode approaches zero. This result
is in agreement with recent GKW and analytic model results
described in Ref. 36. The linear results, including δA|| fluc-
tuations, reproduce the experimental D/χeff ratio rather well,
except for high ECH case in TEM regime. Since the nonlinear
simulation for the high ECH case is in agreement with the ex-
periment, it is speculated that this is a result of an unaccounted
contribution from subdominant modes. On the contrary, the
nonlinear simulation performs worse in ITG dominated NBI
case, yielding a factor of 5 higher D/χeff than measured. The
reason could be attributed to the overestimated contribution of
linearly subdominant modes propagating in electron drift di-
rection together with unaccounted δA|| fluctuations. Assum-
ing that ω and it’s proxy Qe/Qi are the main parameter de-
termining the D/χeff ratio enables us to plot in Fig. 17 the
nonlinear results obtained from all radii as a function of a
common variable. While D/χeff ratio from nonlinear CGYRO
peaks for Qe/Qi ∼ 1, experimental ratio only saturates for
Qe/Qi  1 without any clear decline. Moreover, the exper-
imental measurements indicate a much steeper rise when Qe
approaches Qi, and we can conclude that less additional elec-
tron heating is required to enhance impurity diffusion than is
predicted by nonlinear simulations.
A proper understanding the impurity peaking is as impor-
tant as to the diffusion, and therefore the measured Al peak-
ing factor RV/D is contrasted with GK modeling in Fig. 16d.
Linear results for the convection are decomposed in the ther-
modiffusion VT - proportional to temperature gradient of the
impurity and pure convection Vp, which consists of paral-
lel compression term, curvature pinch, and rotodiffusion77–79.
Thermodiffusion leads to outward convection of impurities for
modes in ion drift direction and small inward convection for
modes in electron direction. The pure pinch is dominated by
the inward parallel compression proportional to q. A varia-
tion in VT and Vp nearly cancel each other in the ITG domi-
nated conditions while the two contributions add in conditions
with dominant TEM. The total convection is thus inward and
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about RV/D ∼ −1 for ITG and 0.5 for the TEM-dominated
case. Moreover, in both ITG-dominated cases, quasilinear es-
timate matches exactly the nonlinear results, while the TEM-
dominated high ECH case is mismatched due to a missing
contribution from the subdominant ITG modes. In contrast to
diffusion, including of δA|| fluctuations does not affect RV/D.
Experimental value increases from RV/D=−1.9±0.2 in the
high ECH case, over RV/D = −1.0± 0.3 in the low ECH
case up to RV/D = 1.1± 0.5 in the NBI heated case. Vari-
ation in R/LTi ,R/LTe ,R/Lne ,Te/Ti,q, sˆ and ν∗ well outside
of an expected uncertainty did not revealed any parameter
which could significantly increase outward convection or re-
duce D/χeff in quasilinear simulation to reverse a sign of
RV/D or match experimental D/χeff ratio.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented a dedicated impurity trans-
port study on the DIII-D tokamak designed to perform a multi-
channel validation of the gyrokinetic simulation. For this pur-
pose, a standard ELMy H-mode scenario was optimized using
predict-first simulations of the core plasma to maximize varia-
tion in impurity flux, while maintaining optimal conditions for
DIII-D‘s impurity diagnostic access. The impurity transport
was probed by trace LBO injections of aluminum in all of the
conditions studied. To our knowledge, this is the first attempt
to combine LBO, a nearly ideal impurity source, with high-
resolution and local CER measurements, SXR emissivity, and
edge VUV lines to constrain impurity transport inferences.
The outstanding quality of impurity measurements, in com-
bination with a detailed forward model based on STRAHL,
were essential for constraining the impurity transport. The
distribution function for transport coefficients was estimated
via Bayesian inference, which is believed to deliver more sta-
tistically rigorous fits and uncertainty estimates than a stan-
dard χ2-minimization method.
The experiments represented a scan of the heating mix
(NBI/ECH) performed with an approximately fixed total heat
flux at midradius and constant torque. A factor of 4 varia-
tion in electron to ion heat flux ration Qe/Qi and factor of 2
variation in Te/Ti on midradius were achieved by a partial de-
coupling of electron and ions in low collisionality plasmas.
Other main parameters like ne, ωϕ , Zeff and magnetics equi-
librium remained approximately constant. In the NBI heated
phase, low values of Te/Ti and steep Ti gradients destabilized
ITG modes. This is in contrast to the ECH dominated phases
of the discharge where the low collisionality, high Te/Ti ratio,
R/Lne and R/LTe created favorable conditions for the occur-
rence of TEM. The application of electron heating caused a
remarkable increase of impurity diffusion just outside of ECH
resonance. Diffusion at midradius increased by a factor of
30, and the impurity confinement time τimp decreased 2.5×
with respect to the pure NBI case. The lower τimp is achieved
despite a factor of 2 reduction in the ELM frequency. This
occurs as a consequence of the larger ELMs and substantially
faster core diffusion, both leading to enhanced particle flush
during the ELM crash. Since Zeff remains constant, ELMs
must also increase the influx of intrinsic impurities to balance
the losses. An on-axis peaking of impurity density is observed
in the NBI case as a consequence of a higher particle source,
Ware pinch, and low particle diffusion on-axis. In these con-
ditions, the increased ion density gradient drives an inward
neoclassical pinch of impurities. This is in contrast to the re-
duced Ware pinch and particle source in the ECH heated case
that prevents impurity accumulation even inside of the heating
radius.
Aluminum transport is compared with tungsten transport
by W LBO injection in the identical discharge conditions, re-
vealing significant differences in the propagation of these im-
purities. The rise phase following the injection as well as the
impurity confinement time are several times longer for W than
Al. Since the inferred core diffusions are similar, it is likely
a consequence of a slower pedestal and edge tungsten trans-
port. In contrast to aluminum, W ions exhibit on-axis peaking
even in the presence of ECH, and the peaking of both im-
purities substantially increased when the electron heating is
replaced by NBI. The experimental V/D in the inner core is
qualitatively explained by neoclassical modeling. However,
a significant mismatch of the experimental and neoclassical
W diffusion is not well explained by the poloidal asymmetry
model implemented in the NEO.
The second part of the paper presented interpretative gy-
rokinetic modeling of aluminum transport. Nonlinear, ion-
scale gyrokinetic simulations, constrained by experimental
heat flux, have shown an order of magnitude increase in im-
purity diffusion, in quantitative agreement with the experi-
ment. The most significant discrepancy was found for the
NBI heated phase at ρtor = 0.63, where CGYRO predicted
a diffusion that exceeded experimentally inferred values 10-
times. This discrepancy is remarkable since the electron and
ion heat flux, as well as the BES fluctuations at this radius, are
well-matched. In the ECH-heated case at ρtor = 0.63, the elec-
tron heat channel was overestimated by a factor of 3, despite
matching ion heat flux channel and BES fluctuations.
Additional investigation was performed using linear gy-
rokinetics simulation of a single representative wave num-
ber. We have confirmed the results of the previous theoretical
study36, claiming that the ratio of impurity diffusion to ther-
mal diffusivity is maximized for modes with eigenfrequency
shifted apart from the values which maximize ion and elec-
tron heat fluxes respectively. D/χeff thus peaks around ω ∼ 0,
while Qe/Qi decreases monotonously with eigenfrequency ω .
Due to a strong dependence of D/χeff on mode frequency
ω and large difference between TEM and ITG, the impurity
transport is particularly sensitive to a nonlinearly saturated
fraction of these modes. Variation of the other CGYRO input
parameters, even when changed well outside of the expected
uncertainty range, does not affect the properties of the dom-
inant mode enough to explain observed discrepancies. Over-
all, the dependence of D/χeff on Qe/Qi is significantly steeper
in the experiment, leading to a conclusion that a small incre-
ment of Qe in Qe < Qi regime enhances impurity diffusion
substantially more than shows ion scale electrostatic gyroki-
netics simulation.
Aluminum peaking gradually increased from RV/D ∼ −2
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in the ECH phase to ∼ 1 in the NBI phase, and follows a
trend observed in electron and carbon density. This trend
disagrees with gyrokinetics simulation that predicts a value
RV/D ∼ −1.5 for all three heating phases. A similar exper-
imental trend was observed in a study of intrinsic low-Z im-
purity density profiles33,34, revealing hollow boron profiles in
NBI heated discharges, while when ECH has been introduced
the profiles has peaked. Whereas the latter was well repro-
duced by a gyrokinetics code, hollow profiles were not. The
discrepancy was correlated with a gradient of the plasma rota-
tion, however a limited variation on ω and its gradient do sup-
port the same conclusion in our experiment. The aluminum
V/D trend is opposite to a prediction published in a recent
nonlinear gyrokinetics study35 for high-Z impurities showing
a significant increase of outward convection for Qe >Qi dom-
inated by pure convection Vp, partially canceled by an inward
thermodiffusion VT .
Results in this paper confirm the beneficial effect of an ad-
ditional electron heating in reducing the impurity confinement
and avoidance of high-Z impurity accumulation. An increase
in electron heat flux in ITG dominated regime excite TEM
modes and significantly increase impurity diffusion outside of
the heating radius in quantitative agreement with gyrokinetic
codes. Faster core diffusion then results in higher inter-ELM
impurity loss and significantly lower impurity confinement
time, despite a reduced ELM frequency and inward midradius
convection. Electron heating, provided either by alpha parti-
cles or externally, together with an efficient transport mecha-
nism over ETB, are thus essential for maintaining a low im-
purity content in future fusion devices.
In this context, further work is required to investigate im-
purity transport in L-mode, where it can be achieved a lower
collisionality and more TEM dominated plasmas. Moreover,
the role of pedestal transport needs to be examined more. De-
spite an order of magnitude increase in core impurity diffu-
sion, only a factor of 2.5 drop in τimp was observed, attributed
to the rise of the inter-ELM transport. Pedestal transport in
between the ELMs seems to be weakly affected by a core elec-
tron heating.
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Appendix A: Forward model for the impurity density evolution
Transport analysis was performed via the impurity transport
code STRAHL41, which solves a system of coupled continu-
ity equations for each ionization stage. By choosing a radial
coordinate r =
√
Vr/(2pi2R0), where Vr is volume enclosed
by a flux surface, and after flux surface averaging of all quan-
tities, the continuity equations can be written in cylindrical
geometry even for non-circular plasma cross section:
∂nZ
∂ t
− 1
r
∂
∂
rΓz = [−(SZ+αZ)nZ+SZnZ−1+αZnZ+1]ne
(A1)
where nZ is a flux surfaced averaged density of ionization
stage Z, ΓZ is a radial flux of this stage and SZ and αZ are
ionization and recombination rate coefficients. For the impu-
rity density in a trace limit, the particle flux is assumed to be
a sum of the diffusive and convective term:
Γz =−D∂nZ∂ r +VnZ , (A2)
where D(r) and V (r) are diffusion coefficient and drift ve-
locity, respectively. We assume that D and V are the same
for all ions at a given radius, which is justifiable since only a
narrow range of ionization stages occupy each radial location
and the weak charge dependence of D andV found in previous
studies80,81.
An alternative definition of the transport coefficient com-
monly adopted in transport codes is to derive D0 and V0 with
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respect LFS density n0 and minor radius coordinate rm. In or-
der to compare with the inferred experimental coefficients, the
following conversion is performed:
D= D0n˜
(
∂ r
∂ rm
)2
V =V0n˜
∂ r
∂ rm
+D
1
n˜
∂ n˜
∂ rm
(A3)
where n˜ stands for poloidal asymmetry factor n˜≡ n0/〈n〉. De-
tailed formulas, derived as a function of local quantities and
their gradients, can be found in the appendix of Ref. 82. A
difference in between these definitions becomes apparent for
asymmetric poloidal profiles of heavy impurities like tung-
sten, where D can be an order of magnitude larger than D0, as
well as it can lead to a paradox situation of a positiveV0, inter-
preted as an outward convection, despite a peaked flux surface
averadged nz profile.
Experimental values of D and V are often strongly corre-
lated, thus challenging to separate. This, together with a de-
mand for a flexible low dimensional representation of trans-
port coefficients profiles, motivated a search of their most ef-
ficient parameterization. The best results are obtained with
profiles of log(D) and V/D ratio described by even and odd
spline, respectively. Sharp and localized changes in transport
coefficients in a narrow edge transport barrier (ETB) and close
to the axis, together with simple profiles in between, calls for
application of free-knot splines83 where not just knot values
but also knot locations are varied. Finally, since the close po-
sitioning of knots can lead to unphysical splines overshoots,
we have utilized Piecewise Cubic Hermite Interpolating Poly-
nomial (PCHIP) splines84, which preserves monotonicity in
between knots and reaches extremes only in the locations of
the knots. The pedestal pinch was parameterized by a Gaus-
sian with amplitude Vped, width wped, and position ρped added
to the V/D spline to reduce the number of free parameters.
Transport outside of the separatrix and boundary condition
are treated by a simplified 0D model in STRAHL41. Assum-
ing in addition to the radial transport also a fast parallel flux
along open field lines and a finite level of recycling from a
wall and divertor reservoir. This model depends on several pa-
rameters, namely the SOL Mach number, τdiv→SOL, τdiv→pump,
recycling coefficient R, SOL width, width of limiter shadow
and kinetics and radial transport coefficients profile in SOL.
The last important transport mechanism included in the for-
ward model are ELMs causing a sudden loss of pedestal in the
impurity density. Similarly to the previous studies62,63,85,86,
ELMs are modeled by a rapid increase of diffusion and re-
duced inward pinch in ETB for the ELM duration. Neverthe-
less, we have not modeled associated variations in background
kinetics profiles. Given a complex nature of ELMs and the es-
sential role of parallel flow along field lines, this simplified
model attempts to reproduce observed drop in the edge impu-
rity density rather than the actual transport during the ELMs,
which is out of the scope of this work.
The forward model described in this section, as well as the
uncertainties quantification presented in the next section, are
publicly available as part of the open-source project OMFIT50
to help in the advancement of experimental impurity research
in fusion devices.
Appendix B: Bayesian inference of transport coefficients and
quantification of uncertainties
While the solution of the forward model is straightforward,
the inversion task i.e., determining transport coefficients from
experimental measurements, is an ill-posed non-linear prob-
lem. Ill-posed in this context means that the observations can
be represented equally well by a wide range of transport coef-
ficients. Furthermore, the forward model depends on several
nuance parameters of the edge model, which despite not be-
ing in a primary focus of this work, play a significant role in
impurity confinement, and the uncertainty of these parameters
must be propagated to the uncertainty of the transport coeffi-
cients.
An approach to a solution of this inversion task, commonly
applied in previous experimental studies11,13,15,16,18,25,81,87, is
least-squares minimization of the difference between the for-
ward model and observations. Under the assumption of inde-
pendently distributed Gaussian noise in the observations, the
uncertainty of the model parameters can be estimated from a
diagonal of the covariance matrix88. But unrealistically small
uncertainties were reported9,16,89, likely as a consequence
of systematical errors unaccounted in the measurements and
too rigid model parameterization. Several studies11,15,81 es-
timated uncertainty by varying a solution within a specific
range of χ2, but this approach becomes particularly challeng-
ing as the number of model parameter increases or some are
poorly constrained by available measurements.
A Bayesian approach, proposed in a statistical study90, has
a potential to overcome these issues. A representation of the
model parameters θ is given by their joint posterior distri-
bution f (θ |s) conditioned by an observation s. A posterior
distribution is related to the likelihood f (s|θ) and prior f (θ)
via Bayes’ rule:
f (θ |s) = f (s|θ) f (θ)
f (s)
. (B1)
Likelihood f (s|θ) express the probability of s to be observed
given some values of the parameters θ , while prior f (θ)
represent any information available about θ before observa-
tions s are included and f (s) is evidence which in this con-
text acts as a normalization constant independent of θ . The
Bayesian inference of the transport coefficient is performed
by a marginalization over a nuisance parameter θ˜ of the for-
ward model
f (D,V|s) =
∫
f (D,V, θ˜ |s)dθ˜ . (B2)
This step is carried out using Markov chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) integration by a parallel-tempered affine-invariant
ensemble sampler EMCEE91,92. This algorithm runs multiple
MCMC’s at different temperatures where each MCMC is an
ensemble of many walkers performing a random walk guided
by the posterior distribution to yield a set of random samples.
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Marginalization is then a trivial discarding of dimension cor-
responding to nuance parameters in these samples.
Both prior and likelihood remain to be specified. The prior
distribution for knot values of transport coefficients was de-
fined by a univariate distribution with boundaries well outside
of the expected parameter range to minimize the introduced
bias but sufficient to prevent numerical issues in STRAHL.
Furthermore, the logarithmic transformation of the diffusion
profile applied in the forward model is equivalent to a prior
f (D) ∝ 1/D, which equalizes all scales, i.e. both small and
large values of D are equally likely. The knot positions are
forced by a prior to maintain a monotonous order and a min-
imal distance in between because too steep gradients in the
transport coefficients can result in a numerical issue with par-
ticle conservation in STRAHL. The actual prior distributions
for each parameter are listed in Tab. II.
Table II. Table summarizing a prior definitions applied for Bayesian
inference of transport coefficients parameterized by splines and other
nuance parameters of the forward model
Parameter θ prior p(θ)
log(Di) U (−2,2)
(V/D)i U (−200,100)
rDi U (rDi−1 +0.02,rDi+1 −0.02)
rVi U (rVi−1 +0.02,rVi+1 −0.02)
Vped U (−200,0)
wped U (0.01,0.1)
ρped U (0.95,1.05)
DELM U (Dn,100)
VELM,ped U (Vped,100)
τdiv→SOL U (1,100)
τdiv→pump U (1,1000)
R U (0,1)
MSOL U (0.01,0.2)
Assuming a Gaussian independently distributed noise in
measurements si with a variance σ2i for each of N available
measurements and an accurate model si, the log-likelihood is
given up to an additive constant by
−2ln( f (s|θ)) = χ2 =
N
∑
i=1
(si− sˆi(θ))2
σ2i
. (B3)
However, the uncertainty of the transport coefficients inferred
using this likelihood are in an order of just a few percent, sig-
nificantly less than expected from basic sensitivity studies. A
possible explanation is an underestimated variance σi. There-
fore, χ2k of each diagnostic was rescaled by a factor Nk/χ
2
MAP,k
calculated from maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate. Nev-
ertheless, the factors χ2MAP,k/Nk are of the order of one, insuf-
ficient to significantly change the uncertainty.
Questionable is also the assumption of independently dis-
tributed errors. As the main reasons for the correlation are
systematic uncertainties in calibrations, geometry, plasma po-
sition, atomic data, simplified forward model, small back-
ground variation as well as low frequency noise in the mea-
sured signals. Reduction in information content of the corre-
lated signal is quantified by a effective sample size (ESS)93,
equivalent to number of samples Neff from uncorrelated sig-
nal required to achieve the same level of precision. Assuming
that residuum rMAP ≡ s− sˆ of MAP estimate is represented by
the autoregressive process of the first order with a parameter
λ and an autocorrelation time τac =−1/ lnλ ; Neff is given by
a formula
Neff = 1+(N−1)1−λ1+λ . (B4)
where for τac 1, Neff ≈ N/(2τac). The parameter λ is esti-
mated from Nz – number of times rMAP up-crosses level zero94
λ = cos(2piNz/N). (B5)
Independently distributed noise has is Nz ≈ N/4, therefore
λ ≈ 0 and following Eq. (B4) also Neff ≈ N. Because
ESS is different for every diagnostic k, each χ2k was scaled
by Neff,k/Nk independently, which is virtually equivalent to
downsampling measured signals by a factor Nk/Neff,k. Diag-
nostics scaling factors
αk =
Neff,k
Nk
Nk
χ2MAP,k
(B6)
are properly weight diagnostics with respect each other and
increase uncertainty by an order of magnitude. Since the MAP
solution also depends on αk, scaling factors for likelihood are
be determined iteratively before the actual Bayesian inference
is executed.
One of the reasons why the Bayesian inference via MCMC
was not applied in previous experimental impurity trans-
port studies is the enormous computational cost. A single
STRAHL evaluation needs 1 s of computation time, and thus
for 400 chains, 5 temperatures, and ∼ 30000 iteration to con-
verge, generating samples from posterior distribution requires
about 7 wall-clock days on 32 cores cluster. To accelerate
the convergence, the actual chains are initialized from a small
sphere around the final MAP estimate because initialization
from a prior distribution is not a computationally tractable
approach. Furthermore, given the computational cost of the
Bayesian inference, the optimal number of spline knots was
not determined based on a maximum of evidence as proposed
in Ref. 90, but instead it was found from a MAP estimate as
the lowest needed to reproduce experimental data plus one.
The additional knot provides MCMC more freedom to explore
the parameter space of possible solutions.
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